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Judging quality of any decision making procedure is a key problem whenever
there is no possibility of developing a sequence of experiments allowing some
kind of ratio relative to good results. It may be the case that we have only
chances for a unique experiment or no similar experiences are available, but it
may be also the case that no standard experiment allows the observation of
such a good behavior, simply because such good behavior can not be properly
defined. This situation is quite often associated to complex decision making
problems. Then the only support we can find for our decision is the decision
process itself, the consistency of the arguments leading to such a decision.
Checking the quality of such a procedure is therefore a key issue. In this paper
we postulate that the design and formal specification of algorithms and pro-
cesses require a fuzzy approach, since quite often specification is being poorly
defined.
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1. Introduction
Quite often description of objectives and requirements of a software process
are initially poorly defined, but still a procedure can be developed appar-
ently fitting them. In this case, formal specification can not be properly
developed with standard techniques. If a set of previous experiences are
available or can be developed, additional studies can perhaps allow some
statistical procedure in order to evaluate the quality of the procedure. Still,
we may have serious problems in case the output needs a linguistic transla-
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tion where a probabilistic model may not properly fit (see [1]). In practice,
most procedures related to human decision making require ill defined infor-
mation both in the input and the output. So, we need alternative approaches
in order to improve software specification, and more specifically, formal
specification of critical algorithms and systems in the software process. As
pointed out by Sommerville [2], natural language (NL) is often used to write
system requirements specifications as well as user requirements. However,
system requirements are more detailed than user requirements, and then
NL specifications can be confusing and hard to identify. We can find in the
literature formal methods for assuring the right behavior of software, even
they are complex sometimes. Formal methods are more popular in critical
processes. Secure systems will be an important area for formal methods
use [3]. In addition, decision makers use to support their decisions on cer-
tain information that is computed by ad hoc algorithms (see [5]). Naturally,
part of the input data comes from a linguistic framework, perhaps fuzzy
relations or fuzzy properties, which should be defuzzyfied before execution.
Hence, from the above arguments we can conclude the interest of introduc-
ing fuzzy logic methodologies for an accurate formal specification of quite
a number of procedures as far as NL of human beings is being involved. In
particular, pre and postcondition sentences can be written by means of a
propositional logic in which fuzzy sets an fuzzy relations are added.
Documentation methods in software engineering quite often take infor-
mation in NL, which implies ambiguity and imprecision. Software engineer-
ing should in this case try to improve the quality of software by means of
diagrams, pictures and a large amount of text. In addition, formal methods,
as Z notation [9], solve ambiguity by using crisp set theory and mathemati-
cal logic. Our proposal is to take it as the initial model and then bring fuzzy
logic into specifications in order to develop formalizations for algorithms
and software specifications (one of the main benefits of formal specification
is its ability to uncover ambiguities that NL produces, so those specifica-
tions involving fuzzy constrains and properties should be approached within
a fuzzy framework). This paper points out the future relevance of this kind
of specifications in software specification of requirements, to become a key
element in any software project involving non-technical users.
2. Formal specification of algorithms
An algorithm A can be formally described by its formal specification. Such
a formal specification describes the computational situation before and after
executing an algorithm, by means of relationships between the input and the
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output data. Informal specification is expressed in NL, but computations
require a previous formalization, quite often involving fuzzy relations, either
in the input data or the output data. The following definition generalizes
the concept of formal specification [4] of an algorithm in a fuzzy context.
Definition.- Let A be an algorithm or a process. The ’formal fuzzy
specification’ of A is given by a triple (ED, fPre, fPost) where
(1) ED is an explanatory database [7], that is, a collection of relations in
terms of which the meaning of fPre and fPost are defined;
(2) fPre (fuzzy precondition) is the canonical form of propositions and
fuzzy first order formulas in NL that expresses the initial constraints
and knowledge about data; and
(3) fPost (fuzzy postcondition) is the canonical form after execution of the
algorithm (fuzzy constraint propagation and inference is due, and the
postcondition is the formalized goal of the algorithm or the process).
Example 2.1. Let X be a subset of n members in the universe U of people.
We pretend to decide if ’most of ’ people in X is ’tall’ (for simplicity we
shall not develop its explanatory data base). It is easy to understand that
modelling this problem in a crisp environment will produce some informa-
tion lose. A fuzzy interpretation of ’most of ’ or ’tall’ is closer to the NL
interpretation. The proposal specification in the usual notation becomes:
fun Fuzzy ( X: array[1..n] of real ; µmostof : [0,1]n → [0,1],
µTall: [0,1] → [0,1] ) ret b: [0,1];
{fPre: n ≥ 0}
{fPost: b = µmostof (µTall(x1), . . . , µTall(xn))}
Fuzzy specification of algorithms and processes can be therefore under-
stood as a way to write those constrains and requirements that limit a
problem. Software specification of requirements involves fuzzy relations as
well. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are also powerful tools to increase the qual-
ity of the information from software specification. Some technical concepts
are explained now in order to understand our proposal to introduce fuzzy
logic into formal specification of systems.
3. Fuzzy specification in formal methods
Formal specification of algorithms and processes can be improved by in-
troducing fuzzy logic into formal methods. Formal methods are useful to
produce documentation free of ambiguity and imprecision in crisp specifi-
cation of systems. Our main objective is to generalize formal methods into
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a fuzzy framework. First of all we introduce some concepts in which formal
methods are founded.
A formal language L is a language defined by precise mathematical
formulas. Any language L can be viewed as a subset of A*, where A*
denotes the set of all words over alphabet A. A formal language must be
formally specified, for example as strings produced by some formal gram-
mar, strings described by a regular expression, or strings accepted by a
finite automata between others. Given a formal language in terms of usual
sets, operations between them will produce other formal languages. Con-
catenation, intersection, union, complement and Kleene star are some of
the most useful operations for making new languages. Automata theory in
general is a good reference for this topic, see [8]. A specification language is
a formal language used during system analysis, requirements analysis and
design in a software project. The main goal of a specification language is to
describe the system at a much higher level than a programming language,
nearer to natural language from where comes all information about the
system. Specification language is used for describing what but not how, so
implementation details are not suitable. There are two types of specification
languages: property-oriented and model-oriented. In the property-oriented
approach, specifications of programs consist of logical axioms in a logical
system with equality, describing the properties that the functions are re-
quired to satisfy. CAST or Common Algebraic Specification Language is a
good sample based on first-order logic. On the other hand, model-oriented
specifications consist of a realization of the required behavior. Z notation
is one of this formal specification languages. It is based on axiomatic set
theory, first-order predicate logic and lambda calculus. In any case, spec-
ifications must be refinement before be implemented. Formal specification
is a mathematical description of software (or hardware). It may be used to
develop implementation of software and it describes what the system should
do. Developed design and code will depend on a previous good formal spec-
ification of the system. After that, formal verification is used for proving
the correctness of algorithms with respect to the formal specification, using
formal methods of mathematics, proving theorems concerning properties
that specification shows. Formal methods are based upon mathematics and
they can be used to produce documentation in which information is written
in a good level of abstraction. Those documents are free of ambiguity and
imprecision. However, information is translated in a crisp way before pro-
ducing documentation. Our goal here is to take information from natural
language (in fuzzy terms) and apply formal methods to specify formally
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the system. Z notation [9,10] is a particular formal method based upon
set theory and mathematical logic. This makes Z notation the ideal formal
method to introduce fuzzy logic in formal specifications.
4. Z notation and fuzzy logic
The goal of Z notation, like other formal methods, is to ’add precision to aid
understanding’ [9]. Z notation is defined in [9] as a mathematical language
with a powerful structuring mechanism, that in combination with natural
language can be used to produce formal specifications. Z notation offers
mechanisms that look very adaptable to a fuzzy framework. A collection of
linguistic labels can be defined as a ’Free Type’. Free types in Z notation
are used to model enumerated collections, so we can define
Class3 ::= label << 0..2 >>
and give names to the four elements of the set Class:
bad, regular, good : Class3
bad = label 0
regular = label 1
good = label 2
Here ’bad’, ’regular’ and ’good’ are linguistic labels that we also can assign
to a µ function (µbad, µregular, µgood) defined as relations an also we can
then define relations between them, like ordering:
≤label: Class3 ↔ Class3
∀l1, l2 : Class3 • l1 ≤label l2 ⇔ ϕ
where ϕ is a first order logic formula or a fuzzy constraint.
Mathematical objects and properties will be collected together in
’schemas’. A ’scheme’ in Z notation is a pattern of declaration and con-
straint. It consists of two parts: a declaration of variables, and a predicate
constraining their values. A scheme is denoted in the following way
Name=̂[declaration|predicate]
Every specification in the fuzzy framework can be formalized in Z no-
tation. In particular, it is possible to define the types used in the system,
by means of schemes, as we show in the following example.
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Example 4.1. A real estate uses a software system to keep data about
estates and make valuations about them. It is easy to understand that co-
existence of fuzzy and crisp relations is mandatory because of several factors
as brightness, views, size, etc. The object ’Estate’ is defined in general by
means of its identification name and a list of characteristics.
ESTATE = (ID, [Neighbourhood, Light, V iews,Rooms, Size, ...])
where fuzzy characteristics as ’Neighbourhood’, ’Light’ and ’Views’ are
fuzzy granules in the sense of [7], and there are also crisp characteristics like
number of rooms. Taking into account that fuzzy characteristics are going
to be computed by means of fuzzy sets, we can formalize the following types
in Z notation:
• Estate is a record that contains some characteristics, we show some:
Estate=̂[Id, rooms : N; size : R; light, views : Granule|size > 0]
• Granule define a fuzzy granule in the sense of [7]. Its formal specification
in Z notation is:
Granule=̂[k : N; label : LingLable[0..k]|
(kmod2 = 0) ∧ (∀i ∈ {0..k}∃µi : Trapezoidal • labeli ↔ µi)∧
(∀i ∈ {0..k − 1}labeli ≺ labeli+1)]
• Trapezoidal defines a fuzzy set by means of a µ function. It can be
formalized as:
Trapezoidal=̂[µ : R 7→ [0, 1]; a, b, c, d : R|
(0 ≤ a < b ≤ c < d) ∧ µ(x) =

0 (x < a) ∨ (x > d)
x−a
b−a x ∈ [a, b]
1 x ∈ [b, c]
d−x
d−c x ∈ [c, d]
]
• The subtype Triangular of Trapezoidal, is a useful type:
Triangular ⊆ Trapezoidal|c = d
Z notation provides also schemas for declarations, predicates or renam-
ing. The information contained in schemas may be combined by conjunc-
tion, disjunction, negation, quantification and composition. This applica-
tion of the schema language allows to represents a state of the system as
an object of the corresponding schema type, and make reasoning about
computing states during a process or an algorithm.
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5. Conclusions and future work
The main conclusion of this paper should be the need for developing a
new fuzzy specification of algorithms and processes adding computer with
words techniques into formal methods, in particular in early stages of the
process, just when the specification is ’customer-oriented’ and NL is used.
In particular, in this paper we have shown how specification of algorithms,
pre and post-conditions can be improved if they allow fuzzy relations and
constraints. In this way, software specification can take information from
NL, that includes a lot of fuzzy concepts and perceptions. Granulation and
CW take into account the existence of fuzzyness within specifications, so
we can avoid lose of information due to lack of accuracy of alternative crisp
approaches. In addition, the model gets closer to non-technical users.
As an immediate future work, we pretend to develop formal specification
of fuzzy types that will permit us to make reasoning and relate computing
states in algorithms an states of the system in process looking for improved
designs, processes, algorithms or projets in which fuzzy logic must be con-
sidered.
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